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A B S T R A C T 

A module to estimate risks of ozone damage to vegetation has been implemented in the Integrated 
Assessment Modelling system for the Iberian Peninsula. It was applied to compute three different 
indexes for wheat and Holm oak; daylight AOT40 (cumulative ozone concentration over 40 ppb), 
cumulative ozone exposure index according to the Directive 2008/50/EC (AOT40-D) and PODy (Phyto-
toxic Ozone Dose over a given threshold of Y nmol m~2 s_1). The use of these indexes led to remarkable 
differences in spatial patterns of relative ozone risks on vegetation. Ozone critical levels were exceeded in 
most of the modelling domain and soil moisture content was found to have a significant impact on the 
results. According to the outputs of the model, daylight AOT40 constitutes a more conservative index 
than the AOT40-D. Additionally, flux-based estimations indicate high risk areas in Portugal for both 
wheat and Holm oak that are not identified by AOT-based methods. 

1. Introduction 

Tropospheric ozone (O3) is a secondary air pollutant formed as 
a result of complex photochemical reactions between nitrogen 
oxides, volatile organic compounds and other precursors (Atkinson, 
2000) and it is one of the air pollutants of most concern in Europe 
(EEA, 2010). It is a strong photochemical oxidant that may cause 
serious health problems as well as damage to materials and vege
tation by producing visible leaf injury as well as growth and yield 
reductions (Ashmore, 2005; Delgado-Saborit and Esteve-Cano, 
2008; Fumagalli et al., 2001). 

Over the last two decades, the effects of ground-level ozone on 
plants have led to a request from policy makers to scientists for 
methods to quantify the risk of damage to vegetation (Fuhrer and 
Booker, 2003; Simpson et al., 2007). As a result, intensive work is 
being carried out to develop quantitative methods for this purpose 
(e.g. Alonso et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2007a, 2011a; Pleijel et al., 2004, 
2007). 

The cumulative exposure parameter AOT40 (Accumulated 
Ozone concentration over a Threshold of 40 parts per billion), has 
been extensively used under the framework of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Convention on Long-

Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) as the 
concentration-based descriptor of ozone effects on vegetation 
(LRTAP Convention, 2010) to inform air pollution abatement poli
cies (Baumgarten et al., 2009; Denby et al., 2010; Sanz et al., 1999). 
It is calculated as follows: 

AOT40 = J2 max(0; Cc - 40)At (1) 
accumulation period 

where Cc is the hourly mean ozone concentration (in ppb) at 
canopy height and At = 1 h. 

The AOT40 concept is also considered by the European legisla
tion to establish ozone target values and long-term objectives for 
the protection of vegetation. In this contribution, the AOT40 
computed according to CLRTAP and according to the Directive 
2008/50/EC will be referred to as daylight AOT40 and AOT40-D, 
respectively. The differences between these two metrics are related 
to the accumulation period and reference height for O3 concen
tration values, as explained Section 2. 

The exposure-based approach has important limitations and 
uncertainties because it only considers the ozone concentration, 
not the actual flux or dose of ozone entering the plant (Mills et al., 
2007a). To solve these problems, the flux-based approach was 
developed under the CLRTAP framework taking into account the 
influence of different parameters affecting the ozone uptake 



mechanism (such as temperature, water vapour pressure deficit 
-VPD-, light, etc.) apart from ozone concentration to estimate the 
amount of ozone entering the plant through the stomata 
(Emberson et al., 2000; LRTAP Convention, 2010; Nussbaum et al., 
2003; Tuovinen et al., 2004). 

This alternative approach is biologically more relevant because 
stomatal uptake (Phytotoxic Ozone Dose, PODy) is the only pathway 
through which toxicologically relevant ozone molecules penetrate 
leaf tissue (Zhang et al., 2006). The PODy is defined as (ICP 
Vegetation 2009; LRTAP Convention, 2010): 

PODy = J2 max(0;F s t-Y)Ar (2) 
accumulation period 

where Fst is the stomatal ozone flux per projected leaf area (PLA) to 
sunlit leaves at the canopy top and Y is the threshold stomatal flux 
per PLA (in nmol irT2 s_1). 

Since the 1980s, much progress has been made in establishing 
ozone Critical Levels (CL) for vegetation (Mills et al., 2007b). In the 
summer of 2010 the ICP Vegetation (International Cooperative 
Programme on Effects of Air Pollution on Natural Vegetation and 
Crops) has released a new version of the "Chapter 3: Mapping 
critical levels for vegetation" as part of the modelling and mapping 
manual of the LRTAP Convention (LRTAP Convention, 2010). In this 
chapter, the CLs for vegetation were defined as the "concentration, 
cumulative exposure or cumulative stomatal flux of atmospheric 
pollutants above which direct adverse effects on sensitive vegeta
tion may occur according to present knowledge". So far, CLs have 
only been defined for a few types of crops, forest trees and semi-
natural vegetation. 

In the Mediterranean region, especially in summer, weak levels 
of Azores anti-cyclonic subsidence, low winds, and strong insulation 
favour photochemical production of O3 with development of 
mesoscale processes and recirculation within air masses (Millán 
et al., 2000). As a result of that, ambient O3 concentrations can 
reach concentrations high enough to produce phytotoxic effects in 
native vegetation and crops (Sanz et al., 2007). Evidences of O3 
injury in this area are reported elsewhere (Paoletti, 2006; Sanz et al., 
2000). However, relationships between O3 exposure and effects on 
vegetation often fail. This discrepancy can be partially explained by 
the sclerophyll character of the vegetation in Mediterranean 
ecosystems, characterized by low foliar gas exchange rates and their 
active antioxidant pool (Elvira et al., 2004; Paoletti, 2006). 

The exceedance of CL of ozone in the Mediterranean area might 
largely differ depending on the approach used for the risk assess
ment of ozone damage. According to Alonso et al. (1999) and 
Fumagalli et al. (1999), in Southern Europe, namely Spain and Italy, 
yield losses predicted through the flux approach are smaller than 
losses indicated by the ozone response functions based on the 
daylight AOT40 index proposed by Fuhrer et al. (1997). The highest 
ozone concentrations in these areas occur when sunny and dry 
weather provides favourable conditions for the formation of ozone 
(Dueñas et al., 2002; Garcia et al., 2005). However, under these 
conditions non-irrigated vegetation experiences high soil moisture 
deficits (SMDs) resulting in reduced stomatal conductance and 
hence low ozone flux (Emberson et al., 2000). It is therefore 
important to understand the differences that may arise from 
alternative methods to evaluate potential ozone impacts on vege
tation, especially in the context of the particular climatic charac
teristics of the Mediterranean region, with summers under the 
influence of the Azores anticyclone, strong insulation, high 
temperatures and periods of drought (Mediavilla and Escudero, 
2004). 

This contribution discusses the implementation of the method
ology developed and used within the framework of the UNECE 

CLRTAP (LRTAP Convention, 2010) to assess the risk of ozone 
impacts to vegetation, extending the capabilities of the Integrated 
Assessment Modelling (IAM) system for the Iberian Peninsula 
(Borge et al., 2009, 2010), a system intended to assist policy makers 
in the assessment and comparison of environmental policies and 
control strategies in Spain based on emission projections 
(Lumbreras et al., 2008). This system also constitutes the basis for 
health impact assessments recently carried out in Spain (Boldo et al., 
2011). This work allows estimating and comparing the risk of ozone 
damage on vegetation in the Iberian Peninsula (IP) and Balearic 
Islands through concentration-based and flux-based approaches 
integrating both, modelled meteorological conditions and O3 levels. 
Such development establishes a framework for estimating the risk 
of ozone impacts on vegetation under different emission/ 
policy scenarios according to the concentration—response and 
flux—response relationships derived from experimental studies 
(Fuhrer et al., 1997; Karlsson et al., 2004; Mills et al., 2007a, 2011a; 
LRTAP Convention, 2010; Pleijel et al., 2004). 

Special attention is given to the analysis of the influence of the 
soil moisture content (SMC) on the results of the modelling system, 
since the stomatal conductance may be largely overestimated at 
sites under drought stress otherwise (Alonso et al., 2008). 

The risk assessment performed in this study is restricted to 
wheat (extensively cultivated in the IP) and Holm oak (the most 
representative of all Mediterranean evergreen broadleaf species). 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Air quality modelling system 

The air quality modelling system relies on the Community Multiscale Air Quality 
(CMAQ) model (Byun and Ching, 1999; Byun and Schere, 2006), a state-of-the-art 
Eulerian chemistry transport model based on the one-atmosphere paradigm, 
widely used worldwide to investigate tropospheric ozone (e.g., Brankov et al., 2003; 
Xu et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2009). Emissions are taken from an emission model based 
on the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) modelling system (UNC 
Carolina Environmental Program, 2005) as described in Borge et al. (2008a). 

The model selected to provide the meteorological fields required by the 
chemical-transport model (CMAQ) and the emission processing system (SMOKE) is 
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) modelling system (Skamarock and 
Klemp, 2008). This non-hydrostatic mesoscale model constitutes a state-of-the-art 
atmospheric simulation system based on the Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR 
Mesoscale Model (MM5) (Grell et al., 1994). Meteorological fields from WRF are 
consistently used for the computation of the variables involved in the flux-based 
method as well. A detailed description of the initialization and set-up of the WRF 
model for the IP can be found in Borge et al. (2008b). 

The transport-chemistry model used in this application was CMAQ v4.6. 
Atmospheric chemistry was simulated through the Carbon Bond CB05 mechanism 
(Yarwood et al., 2005), a lumped structure chemical mechanism including 156 
reactions and 69 species including aerosols. Further information on emissions 
processing and other model options can be found in Borge et al. (2008a) and Borge 
et al. (2010) respectively. 

2.2. Modelling domain 

Simulated meteorology and O3 concentration values are based on a nested 
approach. The area of study corresponds to the innermost rectangle in Fig. la, 
a modelling domain centred over the IP with 75 columns and 60 rows of 16 x 16 km2 

grid cells (1200 x 960 km2). Dynamic boundary conditions are provided by the 
GEOS-Chem global chemical-transport model (Bey et al., 2001). Details about the 
model vertical structure (30 layers, 5 of them in the first 100 m) and boundary 
conditions can be found in Borge et al. (2010). The mesoscale modelling system 
WRF-CMAQ was run for the year 2007 with 1 h temporal resolution. 

2.3. Land use and soil types 

The distribution of wheat and Holm oak within the studied area was determined 
through the CORINE Land Cover 2000 (CLC2000, http://sia.eionet.europa.eu/ 
CLC2000) database, which provides consistent information of land-use across 
Europe. The spatial distribution of these species is shown in Fig. 2. Soil types, 
textures and soil physical parameters in this study are based on the Global 2-minute, 
19-category United Nation FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization) + STATSGO soil 

http://sia.eionet.europa.eu/
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Fig. 1. Modelling domains (Lambert Conformal projection). The rectangles in orange represent the WRF domains (a) and detail of the CMAQ modelling domain (b). (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

data available at WRF user's site (http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/ 
get_sources.html). 

2.4. Estimation of exposure-based and flux-based metrics 

Daylight AOT40, AOT40-D and PODy were calculated from hourly ozone 
concentration outputs of the CMAQ model. Conversion of ozone concentration 
modelled by CMAQ at the height of the centre of the appropriate layer to that at the 
top of the canopy was carried out by means of the Tabulated gradient method (LRTAP 
Convention, 2010). Concretely, conversion from 4 m height above the ground (first 

CMAQ layer) to 1 m height above the ground was carried out for wheat. No 
conversion was necessary for Holm oak since the second vertical layer in CMAQ 
corresponds to 15 m height above the ground, coinciding with canopy height. The 
results shown, compared and discussed below were calculated over different 
accumulation periods, depending on the metric. 

2.4.1. Daylight AOT40 
The daylight AOT40 index should be calculated for daylight hours (global radi

ation >50 W m 2) during the growth period of the receptor and using ozone 
concentration at canopy height. An accumulation period of three months, from 1 

http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution assumed for wheat (a) and Holm oak (b) and overlap with the model grid. 1861 and 1810 grid cells are intersected respectively. 

April to 30 June (Mills et al., 2007a), was assumed for wheat (time period centred on 
the estimated date for anthesis). Following LRTAP Convention (2010) recommen
dations for the Mediterranean evergreen forests, a continuous accumulation period 
(whole year) was assumed for Holm oak if night temperatures do not fall 
below - 4 °C. Otherwise, an onset of growing season was assumed when the night 
temperatures rise above - 4 °C for 5 consecutive nights and a cessation of growing 
season was assumed when such temperatures fall below - 4 °C for 5 days. 

2.4.2. AOT40-D 
The AOT40 according to the Directive 2008/50/EC is estimated using hourly 

ozone concentration values measured or modelled between 8:00 and 20:00 (Central 
European Time). The accumulation period for AOT40-D metric is different from that 
of daylight AOT40, being from 1 May to 31 July for vegetation protection and from 1 
April to 30 September for forests protection (the latter is not explicitly used for the 
definition of target values or long-term objectives but it is mentioned in the 
Directive and is coincident with the default exposure window for the accumulation 
of AOT40 suggested by LRTAP Convention (2010) for all deciduous and evergreen 
species in all regions throughout Europe). Some of the differences found between 
daylight AOT40 and AOT40-D metrics can be explained by these different accu
mulation periods. 

2.4.3. PODy 
The PODy was calculated according to the formulation and criteria of the LRTAP 

Convention (2010). The stomatal conductance was determined as follows: 

gsto=graax*[min(/phi,n,/03)]*/ l ight*max{/rain,(/ terap*/vpD*/swp)} forforests (3) 

gsto = graax*[min(/phen, /o3)]*/iight*max{/rain, (/temP*/vPD*/pAw)} for crops 

(4) 
where gst0 is the actual stomatal conductance (mmol 0 3 m

 2 PLA s J) and graax is the 
species-specific maximum stomatal conductance (mmol 0 3 m

 2 PLA s l). The other 
parameters, representing phenological changes (fphen), photosynthetic active radi
ation (flight), air temperature (/temp), vapour pressure deficit (/VPD), soil water 
potential (fswp) or plant available water (/PAW) and the relative minimum gst0 that 
occurs during daylight hours (fmin), are expressed in relative terms as a proportion of 
gmax (values between 0 and 1). 

The accumulation period used for the flux-based approach for wheat began 
200 °C days before mid-anthesis (full flowering) and finished 700 °C days after mid-
anthesis. The mid-anthesis was estimated using a temperature sum of 1075 °C days 
after 1 January (if temperature exceeded 0 °C on that date) or after the first date of 
the year when the temperature exceeded 0 °C. For Holm oak, a year round growing 
season was assumed (LRTAP Convention, 2010). 

The species-specific threshold values (Y) and the rest of the parameters used in 
this study are shown in Table 1. Most of parameters were computed from basic 
meteorological WRF outputs (mainly relative humidity, temperature and radiation). 
The SMC was estimated with the help of the Noah Land Surface Model (LSM) (Chen 
and Dudhia, 2001a, 2001b) implemented in WRF. The Noah LSM uses the water 
content form of the Richards equation (Richards, 1931) and distinguishes 4 soil 
layers and 19 different soil types. The thickness of each layer from the ground 
surface to the bottom is 0.1,0.3,0.6, and 1.0 m, respectively (total soil depth of 2 m). 
According to LRTAP Convention (2010),/PAW was estimated from the SMC and from 
the field capacity and the wilting point of the soil profile (soil type depending 

Table 1 
Parameterization used for the 0 3 flux-based model simulation for wheat and Holm 
oak (LRTAP Convention, 2010). Estimation of risk of ozone damage within Integrated 
Assessment Modelling. 

Parameter 

¿imax 
Jmin 

SGS 
EGS 

Jphen_limA 

/ p h en limB 

Jphen a 

Jphen b 

Jphen c 

Jphen d 

Jphen e 

Jphen_f 

Jphen_g 

Jphen h 

Jphen i 

Jphen 2 

Jphen 3 

light_a 
T 
1 min 
' o p t 

' m a x 

VPDraax 

VPDrain 

EVPDcri,3 

PAWt 

SWPraax 

SWPrain 

/Os 

/ft 
Y 
h 
L 

Units 

mmol 0 3 i r r 2 (PLA) s"1 

(fraction) 
year day 
year day 
year day 
year day 
(fraction) 
(fraction) 
(fraction) 
(fraction) 
°C days/fraction 
°C days 
°C days 
°C days 
°C days 
days 
days 
dimensionless 
°C 
°C 
°C 
kPa 
kPa 
kPa 

% 
MPa 
MPa 
PODo, mmol i r r 2 s"1 

(exponent) 
nmol 0 3 i r r 2 PLA s"1 

m 
cm 

Wheat 

500 
0.01 

-
-
-
-
0.3 
0.7 

-
-
200 
0 
100 
525 
700 

-
-
0.0105 
12 
26 
40 
3.1 
4.8 
8 
50 

-
-
14 
8 
6 
1 
2 

Holm oak 

180 
0.02 
1 (1 Jan) 
365 (31 Dec) 
80 (21 Mar) 
320 (16 Nov) 
1.0 
1.0 
0.3 
1.0 
1.0 

-
-
-
-
130 
60 
0.012 
1 
23 
39 
2.2 
4.0 

-
-
-1.0 
-4.5 

-
-
1 
15 
5.5 

gmax, maximum stomatal conductance; / ra in, minimum daytime stomatal conduc
tance; SGS, day of the year at the start of the growing season; EGS, day of the year at 
the end of the growing season; /phen, function for variation in stomatal conductance 
with leaf/needle age (subscripts a—i; 2,3 to solve the function during the time); 
lighLa, specie-specific coefficient; Train/opt/raax, minimum/optimum/maximum leaf 
temperature at which stomatal opening occurs; VPDraax/rain, maximum/minimum 
water vapour pressure déficit; PAWt, threshold of rootzone Plant Available Water 
above which stomatal conductance is at a maximum; SWPraax;rain, maximum/ 
minimum soil water potential; f0¡, function for variation in stomatal conductance 
via the onset of early senescente; Y, ozone stomatal flux rate threshold; h, average 
canopy height; L, cross-wind leaf dimension. 

a If 2VPD (calculated for each daylight hour until the dawn of the next day) is 
larger than or equal to SVPDcnt, the stomatal conductance (gsto) is valid if it is 
smaller or equal to the gsto value of the preceding hour. Otherwise, gsto is replaced by 
the gsto of the preceding hour in the estimation of stomatal conductance. 



parameters). For/PAW calculation (parameter used for wheat), the SMC was obtained 
as a weighted mean from the three first soil layer (i.e. 0—100 cm depth), considering 
their specific SMC and thickness. Although most of the wheat root length density is 
located in the first 0.5 m of the soil, the wheat roots easily reach beyond 1 m depth 
(Li et al., 2010; Lilley and Kirkegaard, 2011). On the other hand,/SWP (parameter used 
for Holm oak) was calculated from the soil water potential, computed from the SMC 
according to Chen and Hu (2004) (Eq. (5)). 

Wt&) = fs 

(®/©s)° 
(5) 

where W is the soil water potential, & is the soil water content, Ws is the saturation 
soil potential, &s is the saturation soil moisture content, and b is the curve fitting 
parameter that relates soil water potential and water content (the last tree 
parameters depending on soil type). Likewise, SMC for the /Swp parameter is 
derived from soil-layer specific SMC, but considering the four layers in the Noah 
LSM (up to 2 m depth) since Holm oak roots can reach even higher depths (Moreno 
et al., 2005). 

2.5. Exceedance of Critical Level (CL) 

The concept of relative exceedance (J?eXC) introduced by Simpson et al. (2007) 
was used to evaluate the exceedance of CL throughout the domain (Eq. (6)). This 
metric refers to CL and therefore allows a consistent comparison of daylight AOT40 
and PODy values. 

l̂ exc — 
M 

(6) 

where the appropriate CL values are used asa normalizing factor, and M is the metric 
(daylight AOT40 or PODy) with critical level CLM. 

As for the AOT40-D, target values (TV) are used as normalizing factor since the 
critical level concept is not used for this index. The meaning of J?eXC is however 
equivalent. CLM and TV values used in this study are summarized in Table 2. 

J?exc = jy (7) 

Exceedance of the CL and TV was calculated only for wheat because there are 
insufficient data available to derive neither a critical level specific for trees in the 
Mediterranean area (LRTAP Convention, 2010; Mills et al., 2011a) nor a specific 
target value for forests (Directive 2008/50/EC). 

2.6. Influence of the Soil Moisture Content (SMC) 

For the evaluation of the influence of SMC the model was run twice for both 
wheat and Holm oak. In the first run, the/PAW and the/SWP parameters were set equal 
to 1, i.e., the effect of SMC was neglected. In the second run, the LRTAP Convention 
(2010) methodology was used to estimate /PAw and /swp- Finally, to carry out the 
evaluation of the SMC influence on the results, the metric Soil Moisture Content 
effect (SMCeffect) was used. 

For wheat, the SMCeffect was estimated according to Eq. (8) 

SMC, effect (wheat) 
POPs (/PAW = l)-POD6(fpAw) 

CLM 
(8) 

where CLM is the flux-based critical level for wheat (Table 2), the term 
POD6(/pAw = 1) is the POD6 when SMC is neglected and POD6(/pAW) is the POD6 

resulting when the influence of SMC is taken into account. 
As no flux-based CL is defined for Holm oak yet, the SMCeffect was estimated 

according to Eq. (9) 

Table 2 
Metrics, critical levels, target values and accumulation periods used for different 
types of vegetation. 

Metric Critical level (CLM)/ 
Target value (TV)a 

Accumulation period 

Wheat 
Wheat 

Wheat 

Holm oak 
Holm oak 

Holm oak 

AOT40 
AOT40 
(Directive) 
POD6 

AOT40 
AOT40 
(Directive) 
PODt 

3 p p m h 
18,000 ng/m3 

h = 9 ppm h 
1 mmol m~2 

1 April-30 June 
1 May-31 July 

200 °C days before 
anthesis to 700 °C days 
after anthesis 
whole year 
1 April—30 September 

whole year 

SMCeffect(Holra oali) I %\ = I-PODIOSWP = l)-PODi(fswp) 
PODtCfswp = 1) 

100 (9) 

where the term PODi(fswp = 1) is the PODi when SMC is neglected and PODi(fswp) is 
the PODi when the influence of SMC is taken into account. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the role of SMC in the risk assessment, 
four locations were selected for a comprehensive analysis (Fig. 7). Location 1 is 
representative of those locations where there is a differential effect of SMC between 
wheat and Holm oak. This can be explained because of the high SMC of the deepest 
soil layer which differs from that of the three superficial layers. In this case, during 
the accumulation period defined for wheat, SMC has a strong impact on /PAW but 
a limited one on /swp since there is water available at the bottom of the profile. 
Location 3 represents a situation where SMC variations are consistent throughout 
the whole soil profile and therefore,/PAw and /swp evolve in a similar way. Location 2 
is representative of areas with strong water deficit over most of the accumulation 
period (dry location) while location 4 illustrates the behaviour of the main param
eters for no-drought conditions (wet location). 

3. Results and discussion 

Exposure and flux-based assessments of potential ozone 
damages on vegetation in the IP have been performed following the 
methodology described. In this section, the resulting maps for 
daylight AOT40, AOT40-D and PODy are shown and discussed. 

A common colour scale, based on the 10 deciles of the grid-data 
distribution has been used to present the results. This representa
tion allows a straightforward interpretation of the spatial vari
ability between exposure and flux-based approaches. 

3.2. CMAQ_ model evaluation 

Some references regarding CMAQ model performance and 
reliability are presented. Model O3 concentration outputs were 
compared with observations from 12 rural background monitoring 
stations from the European Air quality dataBase (AirBase), 9 of 
them belonging to the EMEP network. Fig. 3a shows AOT40 values 
predicted by the chemical-transport model along with the location 
of the air quality monitoring stations selected and the corre
sponding AOT40 observed values. Fig. 3b shows the AOT40 values 
predicted by the EMEP model (Benedictow et al., 2010) used for 
similar assessment at European scale (Simpson et al., 2003). A 
direct comparison of model results is not straightforward since 
both models differ substantially in spatial and vertical resolution. In 
order to provide an insight of the differences in O3 predictions at 
surface level, CMAQ predictions (16 x 16 km2) have been averaged 
over EMEP 50 x 50 km2 grid cells. The comparison is illustrated in 
Fig. 3c. The overall average AOT40 predicted by both models is 
rather similar (6.0 and 5.9 ppm h for EMEP and CMAQ respectively) 
although there is not a clear pattern on the distribution of relative 
errors (the distribution of dots at both sides of the 1:1 line is rather 
balanced). 

A complete statistical analysis of the CMAQ model performance 
is summarized in Table 3, following the guidelines from the recent 
activities of FAIRMODE subgroup 4 (Thunis et al., 2011; Pederzoli 
et al., 2011). In addition, the mean normalized bias and error 
(MNB and MNE), used for the classic US EPA's ozone performance 
recommendations (Russell and Dennis, 2000) are included. As re
ported in previous studies (e.g. Appel et al., 2007; Borge et al., 2010) 
the CMAQ model tends to overpredict low O3 concentration values, 
but exhibits a satisfactory global performance with a mean 
normalized bias below 15% for all the monitoring stations. Global 
indexes for all the metrics analyzed are within the recommended 
ranges. 

3.2. Wheat 

a CL values according to LRTAP Convention (2010). In the case of the Directive 
2008/50/EC, the TV referrers to a target value. 

Results for daylight AOT40, AOT40-D and POD6 values for wheat 
are shown in Fig. 4. The daylight AOT40 index (Fig. 4a) reaches 
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Fig. 3. CMAQ (a) and EMEP (b) modelled AOT40 values for the modelling domain. The circles represent the 12 AirBase monitoring stations used for model evaluation. AOT40 from 
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maximum values in the eastern and north eastern area of Spain. In 
contrast, wheat crops located in Portugal and most of the southern 
central plateau (Meseta Central) are exposed to lower AOT40 levels, 
below the median. The AOT40-D index (Fig. 4c), shows a rather 
different picture extending the highest risks areas to the central 
and southern IP. These differences arise from the different accu
mulation periods of these two metrics. 

The information provided by the cumulative flux uptake map is 
shown in (Fig. 4e). Likewise exposure-based methods, high relative 
risks of damage are found in the North eastern coastal areas and in 
the Ebro Valley. However, estimated risk through exposure and 
flux-based approaches largely differ all over the coast of Portugal 
and the lower Tajo Valley. As shown in Fig. 4e, ozone uptakes are 
lower in the centre of the IP. These results are consistent with those 
obtained at European scale by Simpson et al. (2007) and the 
assessment of Mills et al. (2011 b) for generic crops. The POD6 spatial 
distribution fits quite well with visible injury data attributed to 
ozone on crops, shrubs and semi-natural vegetation species 
according to ICP Vegetation (2007). 

As it can be seen in Fig. 4a and e, values of AOT40 between 9.5 
and 12.5 ppm h and values of POD6 between 7.5 and 8.5 mmol irT2 

PLA were found is some areas of the IP. According to the corre
sponding response functions in LRTAP Convention (2010), yield 
losses of up to 20% and 30%, respectively might be expected in such 
locations. 

Regarding exceedances of CL, it can be observed that values of 
Rexc for the daylight AOT40 metric are usually larger than 1 (Fig. 4b). 
Daylight AOT40 values are 1—3 times larger than the critical level in 
most of the Peninsula (90% grid cells containing wheat crops). In 
the case of R^c for AOT40-D metric, the values are lower than 1 in 
most of the wheat area (85% grid cells) and only the eastern part of 
the IP and a few locations in the centre and south exceed this value. 
According to these results, daylight AOT40 constitutes a more 
conservative index than the AOT40-D since Rexc values obtained for 
daylight AOT40 are higher. As far as PODg is concerned, CL is amply 
exceeded with Rexc between 4 and 6 in 61% of grid cells and Rexc 

higher than 6 in 33% of grid cells (Fig. 5a). 
Following the LRTAP Convention (2010) recommendations, 

these results were obtained using VPDmax and VPDmin values sug
gested for specific application under Mediterranean conditions 
(VPDmax = 3.1 kPa and VPDmin = 4.8 kPa), which are based on field 
experiments performed in central Spain for four years (Gonzalez, in 
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press). The results obtained using the standard VPDmax = 1.2 kPa 
and VPDmin = 3.2 kPa values (LRTAP Convention, 2010, Table 3.10) 
are presented in Fig. 4f. It can be seen how the estimated POD6 
values are lower (-18% as average) than those shown in Fig. 4e, 

especially in the central plateaus. As shown in Fig. 5b, most of Rexc 

values range between 4 and 5 (36% of grid cells) and Rexc values 
higher than 6 are reduced to 12% of grid cells. 

3.3. Holm oak 

Fig. 6 shows the assessment of daylight AOT40, AOT40-D and 
PODi parameters for Holm oak. The areas that experienced the 
highest values of daylight AOT40 (Fig. 6a) and AOT40-D (Fig. 6b) 
were located in the north eastern, central and southern areas of the 
IP. These data are in agreement with the daylight AOT40 values re
ported by Sanz et al. (2000) for different areas of eastern Spain. The 
highest values of PODi (Fig. 6c) were found by the Mediterranean 
coast, but almost evidently around southern Portugal. The different 
results obtained in the centre of the IP depending on the approach 
followed (exposure-based or flux-based) can be explained because 
during summertime, when high ozone ambient concentration occur 
in these locations, the /phen and /SWP parameters reached their 
minimum value according to LRTAP Convention (2010) methodology 
and thus, the influence of these high O3 concentrations in the PODi 
was diminished. This is in agreement with the stomatal closure 
performed by Holm oak during meteorological summer conditions 
reported by Manes et al. (2007). The three metrics consistently 
indicate a lower relative risk in the North western area of the IP. 

Exceedances of CL were not evaluated for Holm oak. The CL 
defined for the classical AOT40 approach for forests may not be 
adequate for evergreen species under Mediterranean conditions, as 
suggested by Paoletti (2006). This CL was defined from more 
sensitive species over a time window shorter than the whole year 
(LRTAP Convention, 2010). According to flux-based results ob
tained, expose-based metrics would fail to identify high risk areas 
for wheat and Holm oak located in Portugal. 

3.4. Effect of the Soil Moisture Content (SMC) 

Fig. 7 shows the effect of SMC in the results obtained following 
the flux-based approach for wheat and Holm oak. Regarding wheat, 
differences (SMCeffect > 0) were widely found throughout the 
domain when SMC was taken into account (51% of grid cells). In 
most of these cases (86% grid cells) the differences were lower than 
the CL, i.e. SMCeffect ranged between 0 and 1. SMCeffect values 
between 1 and 2 were found in 7% of grid cells and a SMCeffect 

higher than 6 was never reached. Regarding Holm oak, differences 
when SMC was taken into account were only detected in 10% of grid 
cells where Holm oak is present. When SMCeffect > 0, differences 
between 10 and 40% were commonly found (47% of grid cells) and 
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0 

Fig. 7. Effect of soil moisture content for wheat (a) and for Holm oak (b). Locations 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to cells where soil moisture effect is explicitly analyzed. 



Table 3 
Summary of the statistical assessment of the CMAQ.model performance for 0 3 . Values in bold corresponds to aggregated values that give an idea of average model performance better than individual values for particular locations 
and italics they just represent a reference standard for comparison. 

MNB(%) l_»fM¡_0¡\ 

«ir¡V 0¡ ) 

MNE(%) i « AM. 0 . | -

MFB M 1 ^L.(M, 0,) 

AIRBASE station code 

PT03096 PT02020 PT02019 ES0007 ES0008 ES0009 ES0010 ES0011 ES0012 ES0013 ES0014 ES0016 

MFE (%) 

IOA 

R 

Nf--(M¡+0¡) 
2 

1 ^ ¡M¡ 0¡ | 
Nf-(M¡+0¡) 

2 
! Ef_ , (M¡ 0¡)2 

E f , [ | M ¡ M| + |0¡ 0|]2 

E u i ( M ¡ M)x(0¡ 0) 

16.6 

0.86 

0.74 

19.2 

0.75 

0.57 

17.5 

0.84 

0.72 

[VEf-i<«¡ «i2] x [VEtim of] 
RDE(%) |OLV MLV| 1 n „ 

12.8 0.1 

17.3 17.9 14.8 

15.4 2.4 

19.5 17.8 

7.0 17.0 

15.0 21.5 16.4 

0.9 0.5 

15.5 8.5 7.7 0.9 

0.3 8.5 

9.5 3.4 

14.6 14.7 19.6 16.4 16.8 17.7 20.9 

0.71 0.80 0.79 0.85 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.86 0.80 

0.60 0.67 0.65 0.76 0.57 0.65 0.71 0.76 0.66 

1.4 6.9 

Total Performance 
criteria 

17.5 45 

0.81 0.65 

0.68 0.65 

21.2 50 

a INDEXES: MNB — Mean Normalized Bias; MNE — Mean Normalized Error; MFB — Mean Fractional Bias; MFE — Mean Fractional Error; IOA — Index of agreement; R — Correlation coefficient; RDE — Relative Directive Error 
(Directive 2008/50/EC). 
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part of the accumulation period, under humid conditions (/SWP = 1, 
Fig. 8b), PODi and AOT40 evolved linearly, as previously observed 
by Baumgarten et al. (2009). When water shortage began, PODi 
stagnated upon stomatal closure while AOT40 kept growing. Only 
after post summer precipitations the SMC increased and a linear 
PODi-AOT40 evolution was observed again. Even when no SMC 
effect was supposed (Fig. 8c, PODl_/swp = 1) there was a slow
down in the ozone uptake during summer. This can be explained by 
the effect of /phen. /temp and /VPD over stomatal conductance. As 
Fig. 8b shows, /PAW evolved under /swp during the accumulation 
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period for wheat. It can be partially explained by the fact that SMC 
values in the tree first soil layers (used to estimate /PAW) were lower 
than weighted SMC for Holm oak (estimated throughout all the soil 
profile) (Fig. 8a). 

Different results were found in location 3 (Fig. 9). As it can be 
seen in Fig. 9b, /PAW values were quite similar to those of /swp 
because the weighted SMC of the tree first soil layers was close to 
the weighted SMC for the whole soil profile. As far as comparison 
between PODi and AOT40 was concerned, two different evolutions 
were observed. From March to the beginning of June, the SMC was 
high (/SWP close to 1) and a linear relationship between PODi and 
AOT40 was observed. Later, during summertime, SMC decreased 
and consequently only AOT40 increased. In this case, although 
there was an increase of/swp in September—October, the PODi kept 
almost invariant. Important differences would be found at this 
particular location if SMC was not taken into account (SMCeffect 

close to 42%). 
Fig. 10 shows the information regarding locations 2 and 4. 

Throughout half of the accumulation period, meteorological and 
SMC conditions produced virtually nil values of gst0 in location 2 
(Fig. lOi). As a result, PODi stagnated at 10 mmol rrr2 PLA whereas 
AOT40 reached a value of 16.4 ppm h (Fig. 10k). Important differ
ences (SMCeffect of 64%) arose when no water limitations were 
assumed (PODlJswp = 1, Fig. 10k). 

On the other hand, water shortage was not detected in location 
4 (Fig. lOh). It can be seen how PODi and AOT40 evolved linearly 
until June (Fig. 101). During summertime (July—September) there 
was a slowdown in the PODi increase due to the phenological and 
environmental limitations. After September, there was a first period 
where the PODi and AOT40 increased linearly again followed by an 
increase of only PODi value at the end of the accumulation period. 
Obviously, PODi and PODl_/swp = 1 are coincident in this case. 

4. Conclusions 

The implementation and application of a module to estimate 
risks of ozone damage to vegetation in the Integrated Assessment 
Modelling (IAM) system for the Iberian Peninsula (IP) revealed 
policy-relevant differences among concentration-based and flux-
based assessment methods due to the particular climatic charac
teristics of the IP. 

Exposure-based metrics (AOT40 and AOT40-D) indicated that 
the highest risk of ozone damage to wheat is found in the North 
eastern and eastern areas of the IP. Oppositely, the flux-based 
(PODg) assessment revealed high ozone uptakes in the North east 
of the IP and in Portugal. Similar spatial distribution patterns 
depending on the approach followed were found to Holm oak. 

In the whole IP, general exceedances of the CL were found for 
wheat when daylight AOT40 and POÜ6 were used. On the contrary, 
almost no exceedances of target values (TV) were detected with 
AOT40-D. According to the exposure and dose response functions 
included in LRTAP Convention (2010), the highest values of daylight 
AOT40 and POÜ6 in the modelling domain would imply yield losses 
of up to 20 and 30%, respectively. 

None of the exposure-based approaches can properly reproduce 
high-risk areas identified by the flux-based method in Portugal. 
Therefore, the use of the AOT40 methods may lead to policy 
recommendations that may fail to protect wheat and Holm oak 
located in this particular area. 

According to these results, the daylight AOT40 constitutes 
a more conservative index than the AOT40-D for wheat since Rexc 
values obtained for daylight AOT40 are generally higher. It implies 
than wide areas of the IP might be being under protected when the 
target values included in the legislation to protect the vegetation 
are used. AOT40 results in areas with strong water deficit (e.g. some 

areas in central Spain) may indicate unrealistically high ozone risks 
when compared with flux-based results. 

Soil Moisture Content (SMC) seems to be a critical factor to be 
taken into account in the computation of the flux-based approach 
for wheat and for Holm oak in the IP. As far as wheat was con
cerned, SMC had a widely spread influence on the results, reaching 
more than 3 times the CL in some locations. Although in more 
restricted areas, SMC effect for Holm oak was found to be relevant, 
especially in the southern area of the IP. 

These findings highlight the importance of flux-based 
approaches as a complement to the static exposure approach fol
lowed in the European legislation when evaluating potential 
negative impacts of tropospheric ozone on both crops and natural 
vegetation. 

This study constitutes a step forward for the IAM activities in 
Spain. In the future, the system should be refined and expanded to 
perform assessments for a wider variety of plants (e.g. Aleppo pine, 
Beech) considering specific mitigation options or future-year 
scenarios. In addition, further analyses are needed to understand 
the sensitivity and uncertainties involved in the methodology pre
sented (e.g. resolution, hypothesis and methods used for the esti
mation of SMC) and its implications in the decision making process 
needed to provide an effective protection of the vegetation in the IP. 
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